Controlling access to key applications and data through the manual assignment of usernames and passwords is no longer a viable option for any organization.

Managing who has access to what data, and from where has become critical. As tougher audit and compliance legislation is enforced across industries, ensuring the right level of access to data and identifying who is accessing that data, is mandatory.

As more high-profile data breaches come to light, companies are realizing the need for additional security measures to protect their vital data from the insider threat. This needs to be balanced with ensuring adequate access rights to secure information for appropriate resources and meeting compliance regulations.

Cloakware leverages the power, scalability and integration capabilities of the Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite to deliver a comprehensive solution to the management of all identities within an organization including end-user, administrator and embedded/application-to-application identities.

The Cloakware Password Authority solution was inspired, designed and created specifically to solve the privileged password management challenges faced by large organizations with tens of thousands of servers, devices and applications and potentially hundreds of thousands of privileged accounts. From the outset, Cloakware recognized that this was not only an issue of security but also of conforming to existing operating standards while meeting the demands of operational efficiency and cost avoidance within an organization. To those ends, the Cloakware approach to Password Authority’s design was to leverage the existing, proven datacenter capable solutions from Oracle for its operating components rather than creating a closed, proprietary system.
Integration with Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite

Password Authority leverages multiple integration points of the Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite, including:

Oracle Identity Manager (OIM) - Password Authority leverages the provisioning integration between Oracle Identity Manager and Oracle Internet Directory for the authentication and authorization of Password Authority users. Password Authority's administration API's enable direct integration with OIM.

Oracle Internet Directory (OID) – Password Authority integrates with OID as an authentication and authorization source for the users of the Password Authority solution. OID can be used as a complete external user store or in conjunction with Password Authority's internal user store. Password Authority can manage the passwords for accounts stored in OID.

Other components from Oracle's Fusion Middleware product line that were leveraged include:

Oracle Database 11g Real Application Cluster (RAC) - Password Authority makes use of the Oracle database as its secure repository for all passwords and is capable of supporting a geographically distributed database installation. Password Authority is also capable of maintaining and releasing Oracle Database passwords to both humans and applications.

Oracle WebLogic Server – Password Authority automates the run-time replacement of current passwords in connection strings/connection pools and the management of WebLogic administrator accounts.

Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) Publisher – Password Authority's repository schema is available to authenticated and authorized users of the BI Publisher reporting solution for the creation of custom reports.

Benefits of the Cloakware-Oracle Solution

Cloakware Password Authority is a standards-based, J2EE architected product created to protect the most sensitive and critical passwords of any organization. Architected to scale to meet the performance and availability demands of the world’s largest organizations, Password Authority offers deployment options not available in competing solutions. When integrated with the Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite, it enables customers to securely store and manage privileged passwords for human administrators and runtime applications as a natural extension to their existing Identity & Access management efforts and expenditures.
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